tem angular distributions are forward peaked and generally flat beyond 90 o • When compared to similar distributions from the 85 MeV/nucleon 12 0+ 197 Au reaction, the U target fragment distributions are less forward peaked, consistent with lower momentum transfer. The (A=80-120) fission fragment distributions were symmetric about 90 o in the moving frame, indicative of a "slow" process in which statistical equilibrium has been established. The average fissioning system angular momentum was deduced to be 25-35hbar. The observation that the fragments with low N/Z showed more anisotropic distributions than fragments with high N/Z was accounted for in firestreak model calculations as being due to a single reaction mechanism with varying amounts of deposition energy. The lightest (A<60) and heaviest (A = 139-169) members of the central fission-like bump in the mass distribution had moving frame angular distributions that were asymmetric in the moving frame. Furthermore, the heavy fragment complement of the 46 Sc distribution was similar in shape to the 146 Gd distribution, suggesting these fragments were produced in a new intermediate energy reaction mechanism, a fast, non-equilibrium, very asymmetric fission of a heavy nucleus.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years intermediate energy heavy ion reactions, i.e., reactions in which the projectile energy ranges from 10 to 200 MeV /nucleon, have been studied extensively. Such reactions are interesting because of (a) unusual phenomena predicted to occur in these reactions, such as nuclear liquid-gas phase transitions and (b) the possibility of observing the transition from nuclear reaction phenomena dominated by "mean-field" behavior (Eproj $10 MeV /nucleon) to those reactions characterized by interactions between individual nucleons (Eproj > 200 MeV /nucleon). Experimental studies of these reactions have been aided by relatively recent accelerator developments at CERN, MSU and GANIL that have made available intense heavy ion beams in this energy region. The goal of many experimenters working with these reactions is to understand the mechanisms of the nuclear reactions that occur. In this report we shall present evidence concerning the time scale and character of some of these reaction mechanisms.
One of the simple observables of any nuclear reaction is the spatial distribution of the reaction products, i.e., the product angular distributions. One of the most important characteristics of a nuclear reaction is its time scale, i.e., how fast does it occur, how long does any intermediate (mono or di-nuclear) species formed in the reaction exist. This observable and this fundamental reaction characteristic are related, in that one can show that for any moderate or highly excited, long-lived, intermediate species the angular distribution of emitted particles (or break-up products) in the frame inoving with the velocity of the intermediate species must be symmetric about a plane normal to the direction of motion of the intermediate system. By the term "long-lived" we mean that the intermediate species lives long enough that the statistical assumption concerning level densities is valid, i.e., a. statistically large number of overlapping levels with randomly distributed phases is populated so that interferences between them will cancel. The time for this equilibration process to occur had been calculated 1 to be <2-3 X 10-23 sec. An example of the application of this idea. is the study of fragmentation processes in high energy p-nucleus collisions in which the time scale of processes leading to fragments with Arrag < 1/3 Atarget was shown to be "fast" by virtue of having asymmetric fragment angular distributions in the moving frame.
2 In addition to this fundamental relationship of the fragment angular distributions and a gross measure of the time scale of the reaction, the angular distributions are also useful in defining certain features of the reaction mechanisms. With these ideas in mind, we report herein the results of measuring the angular distributions of 48 different target fragments in the interaction of intermediate energy (85 MeVjnucleon) 12 C with 238tl.
When this work is viewed in the context of relevant previous work certain studies stand out. The first of these is a study of the fragment angular distributions in the interaction of 85 MeVjnucleon 12 C with another high mass target, mAu. 3 In this work, we established that the angular distributions of light fragments (Arrag<60) were asymmetric in the moving frame indicative of their production in a fast process without the establishment of statistical equilibrium. The fission fragments showed angular distributions that were symmetric in the moving frame. For the heaviest fragments (A> 145), which are mostly spallation products, the experimental evidence was not clear. It was not possible to find a moving frame in which the fragment distributions were symmetric about 90 • , but for many cases the range of moving frame velocities included values that were so large as to cause ambiguous, double-valued results for the lab to moving frame transformation. In these cases the transformations could not be made and no definitive conclusion could be reached about the symmetry of the moving frame distributions.
For the reaction studied in this work the isobaric yields of the target fragments ( Fig. 1 ) have been measured previously. 4 From examining this isobaric yield distribution, one concludes that there is a large probability for fission (50 $ A $ 160) with a much smaller probability for spallation-like events (A 2:: 200). The fragments with 160 $A$ 200 appear to originate as either fission fragments or spallation products. Detailed alkali metal isotopic yields for this reaction have also been reported. 5 These distributions have been analyzed in terms of two components: a neutron-rich component attributed to low excitation energy peripheral reactions, and a neutrondeficient component attributed to more central collisions followed by fission and/or spallation. The average momentum transfer for all events leading to fission is 1.2 Ge V / c 6 with the average momentum transfer for events that produce light fragments (Z ~ 20) being-2.0 GeV/c. -2- ..
In this work we use activation techniques to measure the target fragment angular distributions for the reaction of 85 MeV/nucleon 12 Au target, we can identify some of the effects of target (Z,A) upon reaction mechanism .
For the reaction of 85 MeV /nucleon 12 C with 238 U, we observe the majority of fission events to be due to "slow" processes with symmetric angular distributions in the moving frame. For the light fragments (A<60) which may result from a very asymmetric "fission", we observe their production mechanism to be "fast", leading to asymmetric moving frame distributions. However, these distributions are far less forward peaked than those in the reaction of 85 MeV /nucleon 12 C with 197 Au, indicative of their production in events of lower momentum transfer. The variation of fission fragment angular distributions with fragment N /Z is smooth and continuous with the high N/Z fragments having less forward peaked distributions. The distinction between neutron-rich and neutron-deficient fragments, however, seems only to be due to differences in de-excitation mechanisms rather than reflecting any differences in primary formation processes. Finally, we find the angular distributions of the heaviest fission fragments (A>130) to be asymmetric in the moving frame, indicative of a fast non-equilibrium production mechanism. Some evidence is discussed that indicates these fragments may be the complements of the light fragments.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental methods used in this work to measure the fragment angular distributions were identical with those previously used 3 in the study of the reaction of 85 MeV/nucleon 12 C with 1117 Au. (The two studies were actually performed concurrently.) An integral particle flux of -6.7xl0 16 ions/936 min of 85 MeV/nucleon 12 C ions from the CERN SC synchrocyclotron was used in this study. The absolute magnitudes of the differential cross sections were determined by integrating them and normalizing the resulting fragment production cross sections to previously measured values.
•
6 As in the previous study, two thin U targets, one facing forward and one facing backward, consisting of evaporated deposits of UF 4 on a 13.4 mg/ cm 2 AI backing, were used. The AI backing was sufficiently thick to stop any fragments from the "forward" target traveling backward and vice versa. The "forward" and "backward" 23 SU deposit thicknesses were determined by a-counting to be 783 and 804 JJg/cm 2 , respectively. The catcher foil geometry was identical to that used previously except that the backward angle catchers subtending 143-153 ° and 153-166 o were combined into a single catcher subtending 143-166 °. The off-line "'(-ray spectroscopy to identify the nuclides present in the catcher foils was carried out as described previously. 3 The reader is referred to Ref. 3 also for discussions of angular resolution and the influence of fragment scattering upon the results.
ill. RESULTS
The laboratory frame angular distributions for the 48 target fragments measured in this work are tabulated in Table I in the form of absolute differential cross sections. To simplify the discussion of these results, we have selected a representative subset of these data for a detailed analysis. The measured angular distributions for the 14 members of this subset are shown in Figs. \; 2-5.
The "light" (A< 60) fragment angular distributions are strongly forward-peaked with relatively constant differential cross sections at backward angles (Fig. 2) . The fission fragment angular distributions are less forward-peaked than the light fragment distributions, and among themselves, have similar shapes. The degree of forward-peaking decreases with increasing fragment N/Z (Figs. [3] [4] . The angular distributions of the heaviest fragments are very strongly forwardpeaked with the degree of forward peaking increasing as the fragment A increases (Fig. 5 ).
-3-Each fragment angular distribution was integrated from 0 to rr/2 and rr/2 to 1r to obtain the ratio of fragments recoiling forward (F) from the target to those recoiling backward (B). To extract further information from the data, the laboratory-system angular distributions were transformed into the moving frame of the target residue following the initial projectile-nucleus encounter. To do this we have used the well known two step vector model in which it is assumed that the final velocity of the fragment in the laboratory system can be written as VJab = V + v, where the velocity v is the velocity of the moving frame and V is the velocity kick given the target fragment by fission or particle emission at an angle (}MF with respect to the beam direction in the moving frame. The vector v has components of vparallel and vperp parallel and perpendicular to the beam direction. In lieu of detailed information about vperp• the general strong forward-peaked nature of the distributions, and the difficulty of obtaining information about vperp• we have assumed v perp = 0. We have used standard formulas 7 to make laboratory to moving frame transformations for do/ dO and (}. For the value of Tlparailei ( = v parallei/V) needed to make such transformations, we have used 'lparallel as derived from integrating our angular distributions, where 'lparallel = (F -B)/(F + B). The results of these transformations are shown in Figs. [6] [7] [8] [9] . ·
The moving frame angular distributions for the light fragments ( Fig. 6 ) are asymmetric, indicative of their production in a "fast" process assuming, of course, that the laboratory to moving frame transformation has been carried out correctly (see Section N for discussion). The fission fragment moving frame distributions ( Fig. 7) are symmetric in the moving frame, characteristic of a "slow" reaction process, while the distributions for the heaviest fragments are grossly asymmetric in the moving frame (Fig. 8) .
For those nuclides with symmetric moving frame distributions (such as those shown in Fig.  7 ), a conventional representation of the angular distributions in the moving frame is
It can be shown 8 that the laboratory system angular distribution can be expressed in terms of 'lparallel and b /a as:
Either equations (1) or (2) along with values of '7parallel determined above were used to determine the "best fit" values of (b/a) for each nuclide (Table II) . Typical fits to the data are shown in It is interesting to compare the shapes of the observed distributions with previous work. The angular distributions of the light fragments 46 Sc and 5~e from the interaction of 85 MeV/nucleon 12 C with ~ssu (this work) and mAu (Ref.
3) are compared in Fig. 2 . The U target fragment distributions are less forward-peaked than the Au target fragment distributions. A possible explanation for this observation concerns the mechanisms for the production of these fragments. In U target fragmentation, this group of fragments appears to be part of the low mass tail of the fission mass distribution (Fig. 1) suggesting a very asymmetric binary division of the
nucleus is involved in their production. For the fragmentation of 197 Au by 85 MeV/nucleon 12 0, the situation appears to be more complicated. The light fragments (A<60) do not appear to be part of the central fission related peak in the mass distribution 10 ( Fig. 9 ) but are partly (or wholly) due to processes other than fission. Such "fragmentation" processes are known in higher energy reactions 11 to have energy thresholds that are much greater than the thresholds for fission. All of these arguments point to the need for a greater energy deposit in a Au nucleus to produce these light fragments which in turn would cause a mere forward-peaked distribution. Even if one were to argue that these fragments were produced by a very asymmetric fission of either Au or U, it has been shown 6 that the average momentum transfer leading to fission events in the less fissionable Au nucleus is 1.6 Ge V / c compared to 1 projectile energy, it has been shown 6 that one should compare studies in which the total projectile kinetic energies are similar.) This observation is consistent with the observations 13 at higher energies in which it was found that in nucleus-nucleus collisions the momentum imparted to the target nucleus is far greater than that observed in p-nucleus collisions. Thus we would conclude that insofar as such comparisons are possible, our observations are consistent with other observations of similar properties in p-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions.
B. Comparison with flrestreak model
One striking feature of the fission fragment distributions is the variation of the anisotropy with the fragment N/Z ratio (Fig. 4) . The more n-deficient fragments have more strongly forward-peaked distributions. Assuming that the fission fragment kinetic energies vary relatively slowly with A for the Sb isotopes (i.e., as -A-1 1 3 ), the data of Table II would indicate that the ndeficient species result from interactions with significantly greater linear momentum transfer than the n-rich species (greater '7p&railel) and have more anisotropic moving frame distributions (greater b/a). We thought it would be interesting to see if a frequently used phenomenological model for target fragmentation, the nuclear firestreak model, 14 could predict the observed behavior. (The details of this model and its application to target fragmentation studies has been described elsewhere. 3•4) In Fig. 3b we show the predicted angular distributions for 122 Sb and 128 Sb fragments from the interaction of 85 MeV /nucleon 12 0 with ~. It is clear that the predicted distributions agree qualitatively, if not quantitatively, with the observed distributions. (Within the model, the differences in the angular distributions for n-rich and n-poor species arise strictly from the momentum transfer in the initial part of the reaction since the moving frame distributions are assumed to be isotropic.) If one takes the firestreak model predictions seriously in this case, then one concludes that both n-rich and n-poor fragments result from a single mechanism, fission, occurring after varying amounts of energy are deposited in the target nucleus in the initial projectile-target encounter. A similar conclusion has been reached 16 in evaluating the fission of 238 U induced by 0.7 GeV protons. While it is possible to analyze the isotopic distributions of fission fragments such as these in terms of separate n-rich and n-poor components 6 , the meaning ., of such analyses is questionable in light of our findings.
·., C. Moving frame angular distributions
The moving frame angular distributions of the average fission fragments are symmetric about 90" and adequately represented by the simple form of equation (1) (Fig. 7) . Thus the majority of these fragments result from conventional fission processes involving a "slow" step with the establishment of statistical equilibrium. Because such information will be valuable in · examining the properties of the other members of the fission distribution, we attempted to extract some crude estimates of the angular momenta of these systems.
-5-Huizenga et al. 16 have shown that the angular distribution of an excited fissioning system with angular momentum J (and projection on the beam axis M = 0) can be written as:
where J 0 is the zero-order Bessel function with an imaginary argument, and erf[( J~ )/2K 0~ is the error function defined by
Ko 2 is the mean-square projection of J upon the nuclear symmetry axis. For a Fermi gas K 0 2 is given as (5) where !rigid is the rigid-body moment of inertia of the fissioning system and T is its temperature. To use eq. (3) to calculate the moving frame fission-fragment angular distribution, we would need to know the J and syntax error file -, between lines 578 and 578 E distributions for each fissioning system, Ko 2 for each system, and be assured that M=O along with appropriate averages over all Qssioning systems. None of these conditions are fulfilled in the present case. However, eq. {3) can be used, with certain assumptions to make a crude, "ball-park" estimate of the average angular momentum of the "average" fissioning system in the reaction under study. For example, this procedure can be applied to angular distribution data 17 for the complete fusion of 291 MeV 40 Ar with 23 SU, where the temperature of the fissioning system is known, to deduce a value of the average J of the fissioning system that is in good agreement with the average J value deduced from the measured scriptleri\ for the system.
From firestreak model calculations, we can get an estimate of the excitation energy of the "average" fissioning nucleus of E*345 MeV. Using the relations E* =aT 2 -T and !rigid=~ rlA 5 ( 3 with r 0 =1.25 fm and a=A/10, we can calculate K 0 2 -529. Using eqs. (3-5) we fit the moving frame fission fragment angular distributions {84 ::=;A::; 110) to extract a best fit value of J, i.e., < J> =25-35hbar. (The firestreak model predicts the "average" fissionin·g system angular momentum to be 27hbar, in good agreement with the deduced "ball-park" estimate.)
The moving frame angular distributions of the light (A< 60) fragments and the heavy fragments (A~ 139) are grossly asymmetric with respect to a plane normal to the beam axis (Figs. 6  and 8 ). This is indicative of production of these fragments in a "fast" process without the establishment of statistical equilibrium. We have searched over a wide range of '7pa.rallel values (0.1-0.99) and did not find any value that properly symmetrized any of these distributions.
Asymmetric moving frame distributions for the A< 60 fragments were observed previously for the 85 MeV /nucleon 12 C+ 97 Au reaction. Lynen et a/. 6 did show that for the C+Au reaction, these fragments were produced by a binary breakup mechanism. In Ref. 3 , we showed that an "equilibrium" very asymmetr.ic fission mechanism, first suggested by Moretto, 18 was not playing an important role in this reaction. \Ve also searched for the heavy fragment complement of the light fragments, but due to the large yield of heavy fragments from spallation-like processes, we were unable to find any evidence for the existence of these complementary fragments from a binary breakup.
With a U target, however, the situation is potentially different. The target fragments that can clearly be identified with spallation-like processes appear to be restricted to A2::200. Thus we thought. it might. be interesting to search for the heavy fragment complement of 48 Sc. We show -e-..
(in Fig. 8 ) the general similarity between the 146 Gd moving frame distribution and the calculated distribution for the complementary fragment to 46 Sc. It would be indeed fortuitous in an experiment such as we have performed, to find among the half dozen or so heavy fragments whose angular distribution we have measured the exact kinematic complement of a light fragment distribution. Furthermore, a single-particle inclusive experiment such as this is not the best way to look for kinematic complementarity. Nonetheless, the similarity between the 146 Gd distribution and the calculated " 46 Sc-complement" distribution is quite striking. Further support for this idea is seen in Fig. 1 where we show the A = 46 and A = 146 fragments to occupy approximately complementary positions in the fission-like portion of the mass yield curve.
Another parame~er that should also be indicative of kinematic complementarity is 17parallel (=vJlarallel/V). 149 Gd is not well enough defined to make the type of comparison made in Fig. 8 for 46 Sc and 146 Gd.) Therefore, we conclude that due to: a) the apparent complementarity of A-46 and A-146 in the mass-yield curve, b) the similarity between the shapes of the 146 Gd moving frame distribution and that of the heavy fragment complement of 46 Sc, and c) the fact that the 17parallel values for 46 Sc and 140 Gd are consistent with complementarity, it is plausible (but not proven) that these fragments are kinematic complements.
Thus it becomes interesting to speculate that we may have observed a new intermediate energy heavy ion reaction mechanism, a "fast" non-equilibrium very asymmetric fission. (The actual process could very well be characterized by a very broad symmetric mass distribution that is "hidden" under the more abundant average fission distribution and only becomes visible to us in the low and high mass tails of the distribution.)
Two fission processes with "fast" characteristics have been noted as occurring in different energy regimes. At lower projectile energies, a number of observers have reported a significant increase in the width of the fission mass distribution when the angular momentum of the projectile-target composite system exceeds the rotating liquid drop model limit, i.e., when the fission barrier becomes zero due to angular momentum. Current theories 19 of this "fast fission" process point to a system where the total interaction potential has a pocket (Z1· Z2 <2500-3000} and scriptla :Sscriptl:Sscriptlcri\ where scriptlcri\ is the critical angular momentum for fusion. While the ffrst condition (Z 1 • Z 2 <2500) is satisfied in the reaction under study, the second is not, 20 in that scriptlcril = 61hbar while scriptl 8 = 78hbar. Thus there are no "bound" partial waves that exceed scriptla . r r If A-46 and A-146 fragments are complementary fragments, then a large amount of mass has been "lost" from the system in the fission process without disturbing the two body kinematics. Similar types of "fast" fission processes with large mass loss prior to fission and broad mass distributions have been observed in high energy p-nucleus collisions 21 • 22 • In these events the fission fragment kinetic energies were observed to be larger than those expected for fission. But these fragments were also observed to have large transverse momentum and be preferentially emitted at 90 • to the beam axis, a condition not observed in our studies.
Thus we conclude that our results are suggestive of a new intermediate energy reaction process, a fast, non-equilibrium, binary division of the nucleus unlike processes seen at lower or higher projectile energies. The process is apparently accompanied by a large mass loss. Since the interaction potential has pockets for partial waves up to script! = 61 and the average fission event involves lower partial waves {based on the previous estimate of the mean J of the fissioning system), one is further tempted to associate this process with the higher "bound" partial waves.
-7-V. SUMMARY What have we learned about target fragmentation in the interaction of 85 MeVjnucleon 12 C with 238 U from this work and that of others? Most target-projectile interactions result in fission of a uranium-like species. The average fission event is a "slow" process with the establishment of statistical equilibrium. Such events are characterized by a modest ( < J>-25-35hbar) fissioning system angular momentum and result from a partial transfer of projectile linear momentum to the target nucleus. The trend of increasing fragment anisotropy with decreasing fragment N/Z appears to result from a single mechanism for the initial projectile-target encounter with differing amounts of deposition energy. A small fraction of events are "fast" in character without the establishment of statistical equilibrium. They may be fission-like events (with only the most asymmetric of these events being detected in this study). These unusual events, which have not been observed previously in intermediate energy heavy ion reactions, appear to involve large mass loss (.Q.A-50) without disturbing the two-body kinematics of fission. Such events resemble qualitatively, but are crucially different from similar processes observed at lower and higher projectile energies. Comparison of this work with similar studies of Au target fragmentation reveals important differences in the observable outcome of the fragmentation processes in these nuclei of differing fissionability. -20-
